
38 Flynn Circuit, Bellamack

WOW Worthy
Elegantly appointed and generously proportioned, this sizeable family home
is set high on the lot and affords wonderful cool breezes and has the most
amazing outdoor entertaining area!

There is a lot to love about this home, it is immaculately presented for sale
and staged to showcase the best lifestyle this home offers. Inside you will
find tiled flooring and A/C throughout along with a family friendly floorplan
and WOW worthy kitchen and outdoor spaces.

At the back of the home is an impressive open plan living, dining and kitchen
area that open via sliding door to showcase the large verandah and outdoor
entertaining spaces with a herb garden and fruiting produce right beside
the outdoor BBQ.

The kitchen boasts wrap around counters with overhead storage plus an
island prep bench and breakfast bar along with glossy red glass splashbacks
for a pop of colour against the black stone toppers.

Extended onto the home is a versatile utility room with bathroom amenities,
tiled flooring and A/C. This room could be an optional home office,
bedroom, workroom or rumpus room depending on your families needs.

Three bedrooms reside at the front of the home and all include large sliding
windows that overlook tropical leafy gardens, each has A/C and tiled flooring
while the master suite is elevated with a hidden walk in ensuite behind twin
built in robes.

The kids and pets can play down the side of the home on rolling green lawn

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD
Property Type residential
Property ID 94
Land Area 745 m2

Agent Details

Nikki Vazanellis - 0450 473 710

Office Details

Core Realty (NT)
Unit 304 42 Gothenburg Crescent
Stuart Park NT 0820 Australia 
0450 473 710
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